GS/AIGETOA/2020/63

Dated 17.07.2020

To,
The Sr. General Manager (SR),
BSNL Corporate Office,
BSNL Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi.
Subject: Ensuring fairness in entry of subscription forms as report of malpractice and pressure used
by controlling officers to withdraw/fill duplicate forms of sister association has been
reported by various Circles- Immediate intervention solicited and direction for enquiry in
case of any malpractices, backdating acceptance by DDO is requested-Reg.
Respected Sir,
We are constraint to apprise that subscription changeover window has been closed on 15.07.2020 but
the officers, who joined AIGETOA, are being subjected to threatening and harassment as reported by
our Circles OBs at various places. The en-mass joining of executives to AIGETOA in changeover window
is not being digested by many corners and it is being reported to us that some of the controlling
officers and other officials posted at key locations in the SSA/Circle have misused their official position
to pressurized executives to withdraw the subscription of AIGETOA and pressed them to fill the
subscription form of sister associations on the last day. It has also been reported that even after lapse
of the window, our newly joined members are being subjected to mental harassment on one reason or
other and they are being pressurized to disown the new forms filled and give an application to
continue in previous association and such activities are continuing even after closer of the window.
In this regard we lodge our strong protest and would like to draw your kind attention to suitably
direct field units to ensure proper harmony and the officers resorting to such unethical practices
should be dealt strictly else otherwise it may disturb inter-personal relation of the working place. All
DDOs may also be directed to discharge their duty honestly & impartially irrespective of his/her
allegiance to any association as well as without fear or favour to any association
Therefore, we once request for issuance of suitable direction to the field units to upheld rule of law in
transparent and impartial manner by the officials posted at various key positions instead of favour to
any group/association to maintain the office decorum and professional behavior in working place.
With warm regards,
Sd/-[MD. WASI AHMAD]
General Secretary
Copy to:
1. The Director (HR), BSNL Board, New Delhi for kind information please.
2. All Circle Secretaries, AIGETO are requested to report the matter of harassment, pressurization or
malpractice to the Circle/SSA Head and lodging of formal complaint to Circle Vigilance for enquiry.
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